
Follow your intuition and apply each week's theme to the area of

your life that feels right for you. You might feel compelled one

week to focus your intentions on your relationships or business,

then your health or hobbies the next. It's important to focus on

the area of your life that you instinctively feel needs your attention

right now.

O1. DO WHAT FEELS
RIGHT FOR YOU

If something isn't immediately clear, ask your inner guide for clarity

and support. You can use a sticky note to ask a question about how

the wisdom applies to your life then post it to your bathroom

mirror or somewhere that you'll see it every day. Pay attention to

the signs and messages you receive throughout the week as this is

your inner wisdom giving you answers to your question. 

O2. ASK FOR CLARITY

Each card's meaning is meant to SPARK introspection, action and

a new way of looking at your life. Get into the habit of waking up

and spending a few minutes each morning to focus on your

intentions. Make it a ritual each week to reflect on your weekly

wisdom and decide how you plan to take action.

O3. MAKE IT A WEEKLY
OR MORNING RITUAL 



SPARK should be associated with flow and flexibility not forced

or rigid outcomes and expectations. Go where your inner

guidance wants you to go—not where your logical, rational

mind thinks you should go.

O4. DON'T FORCE AN
OUTCOME

I recommend devoting a special journal to this program so you

can track your progress and record important insights and lessons

you're learning on the way (and reference back later). Imagine

what it will be like to see how far you've come in one year? Keep

this journal close to you to capture every little spark of wisdom

and inspiration as it occurs.

O5. USE A DEDICATED
JOURNAL 

If you're afraid that you won't be able to keep up with your weekly

intentions, please don't worry. It's okay to take a break from them

when you need to. The most important thing is that you listen and trust

your inner wisdom and follow its guidance, that's the whole intent of

this program! Commit to coming back to them in a week or two!

O6. TAKE BREAKS WHEN
YOU NEED TO 
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